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Release Notes By Module
Framework Email templates now display locale formatting when you use the 

"$layout.format" function.

27.08-292

Accounts Payable You can now posts checks with multiple bills. If any checks remain unposted 

prior to upgrade, unpay the bill (navigate to Review Bills To Process) in the 

batch and update the batch to remove the bills from the list. Then create a new 

batch and select the bills for payment using a manual check number, then 

process and post the new batch.

27.08-486

Accounts Payable You can now edit a 1099 Type on a posted Bill. 27.08-449

Accounts Payable You can now save changes to a bill status on the Select for Payment List page. 27.08-257

Accounts Payable The Payments Register report (ap-payments-register.rpt) now includes both 

sides of the journal entry when an adjustment exists on the deposit.

27.08-214

Accounts Payable When you select bills for payment, the system now displays the complete 

amount in the "Amount To Pay" column.

27.08-202

Accounts Payable You can now duplicate an AP Bill batch that contains a bill with a forced due 

date, then enter a date for the new batch that falls after the forced bill due date 

without error. 

27.08-126

Accounts Receivable The Invoice report (invoice.rpt) now correctly displays tax when you apply a 

credit memo.

27.08-528

Accounts Receivable The Sales Commission report (sales-commission-report.rpt) now displays the 

correct values for the Rate and Commission Amount fields.

27.08-266

Accounts Receivable The system now marks lines for debits and credits that you add to the invoice as 

"Posted" after the memo is committed. 

27.08-202

Accounts Receivable When you create a new payment batch with no description, EFI PACE now 

correctly changes the Description to indicate "Payment Batch" by default.

27.08-152

Accounts Receivable When you update the status on a Customer record, the system no longer times 

out and displays a "check again" error message, even if the record includes a 

large number of contacts.

27.08-105

Accounts Receivable The Contact drop-down list associated with Accounts Receivable Customer 

records now display the contacts of only that customer.

27.08-90
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Bank Reconciliation The Bank Reconciliation report (bankaccount-reconcile.rpt) no longer displays a 

blank final page if there are no voided bank account lines in the statement 

period. 

27.08-314

Customization Toolkit Valid LDAP users can now successfully access the API and web services without 

the system looping the login challenge credentials. (Please delete the 

cache/cookies from your browser.)

27.08-520

Customization Toolkit The Inventory Quantity Alert event handler now sends an email when triggered, 

even if an inventory contact's email address changes on the Company Detail 

page.

27.08-218

Customization Toolkit The system now properly displays the Attachment tab on the User Defined 

Object Detail page when you enable the "Supports Attachments" and "Show 

Attachments On Form" features.

27.08-159

Customization Toolkit The system no longer displays a "Soap Exception" error message when you use 

the CreateEstimate.Run method through the Web Service SDK.

27.08-157

Customization Toolkit You can no longer make entries into posted batches through the EFI Pace API. 27.08-85

Data Collection You can now press the <Enter> key from the Job Number field in Data Collection 

without error.

27.08-383

Data Collection The system now properly displays the [Add Additional Jobs] context button on 

the Add Multiple Jobs page.

27.08-378

Data Collection The system now displays a list of available non-chargeable types when you click 

[End N/C Time] on the Data Collection Action screen.

27.08-218

EFI Pace Scheduler The system now displays the Task Status indicator icon on the Task of Job 

(Schedule) page for all the tasks.

27.08-477

Estimating When you add a finishing operation to an estimate with a required option, the 

system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message. 

27.08-554

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you delete a quantity 

from an estimate quote letter.

27.08-538

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you click [Refresh 

Qty/Price] on older quote letters.

27.08-535
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Estimating When you click [Delete This Qty], the system now displays a message that 

confirms the deletion of the current quantity and deletes this quantity if you 

click [Ok].

27.08-515

Estimating The system no longer displays an "Infinite" error message when you update a 

quantity and recalculate the estimate.

27.08-504

Estimating When you edit a part description on an estimate, the system no longer updates 

the value with the default job part description when recalculating.

27.08-491

Estimating The system now displays and recalculates estimates within reasonable 

timeframes. 

27.08-483

Estimating The system no longer creates duplicate job costs for estimate activities when 

you convert an estimate to a job multiple times.

27.08-473

Estimating The system now uses the markups from the paper activity code in estimate 

calculations, when applicable

27.08-463

Estimating If you enter a product preview estimate with entries that will not calculate, the 

system displays the message, "The composite product selected will not work for 

the entered configuration and page count. The entries either do not fit on the 

folder(s), stock, or press(es), or the page count is not valid."

27.08-426

Estimating When you change the product type on the Part General tab of the Estimate 

Detail page or the Product tab of the Estimate Quantity Detail page, the system 

now uses the values from the newly selected product type to populate the part 

description and additional description values by default.

27.08-410

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you duplicate an estimate product. 27.08-408

Estimating The system now correctly calculates estimates with user-defined inks, even if 

the job products used on the estimate include default inks.

27.08-397

Estimating The system now displays the additional description of the job product type on 

the Product tab of the Estimate Part Detail page.

27.08-390

Estimating If you force the layout, the system now calculates estimates without error,  even 

when the press is unforced .

27.08-383

Estimating The system now displays active Paper Certification Authority values when active, 

and makes inactive values unavailable for selection.

27.08-247
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Estimating When you set the status of an estimate to "Price Complete," the system now 

triggers the "Notify Estimate Price Complete" event handler, which sends an 

email with a URL to access the estimate based on the user type. The URL is 

specific to either eService or standard EFI Pace, depending on the system user 

type (services, Full user, etc.) that created it.

27.08-212

Estimating When you use the Auto-Create Quote Letter feature, the Price grid now prints 

on the Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt), if indicated.

27.08-197

Estimating When you set the estimate quote letter type price line to print tax, the Quote 

Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now correctly displays the tax amount for each part and 

quantity, instead of the total estimate tax.

27.08-196

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, if the system vault is unavailable, EFI 

Pace displays a warning instead of an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error.

27.08-171

Estimating The Use VAT field now use the contact's country information on the Estimate 

Request record.

27.08-159

Estimating You can now enter a quick entry estimate using a no press ink type without 

error.

27.08-157

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now correctly populates the 

number of plates needed for each press form on the job part. 

27.08-154

Estimating When you select a paper size on an estimate using the Pick button, the system 

now correctly populates the Size fields without error. 

27.08-148

Estimating The system now displays the finishing option materials on an estimate after only 

one click of the [Update/Refresh] button.

27.08-142

Estimating The  Price By Product and the Estimate Total Prices group boxes on the Price 

Summary tab of the Estimate Detail page no longer include the Delete column.

27.08-142

Estimating When you add a finishing operation, you can now select the finishing operation 

materials on the estimate.

27.08-127

Estimating The estimate part results now display the cost and sell values based on the 

activity code setup for the estimate result type.

27.08-122
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Estimating When you select a composite product on the Simple Product Estimate Add page, 

the system continues to display the Part Info tab so you can modify the 

composite product information.

27.08-121

Estimating You can now edit the job part estimate number and estimate part number. 27.08-118

Estimating You can now convert an estimate with no associated Contact or Country record 

without error.

27.08-114

Estimating The Price Summary tab of the Estimate Detail page now displays the quoted 

price to the left of the tax amount in the Estimate Part grid. 

27.08-108

Estimating If you include an outside purchase on an estimate that uses an outside purchase 

template, the system no longer updates the quantity to the order quantity.

27.08-107

Estimating When you duplicate an estimate part that includes a paper vendor on the paper 

set from the paper file, the system no longer uses the vendor information from 

the new paper if you change the paper specifications.

27.08-103

Estimating When you sort the Estimate List page, the system now correctly sorts by 

estimate version. 

27.08-72

Estimating The system now displays the correct tooltips for the Min Value Added Amount 

and Min Margin Amount fields on the Estimate Setup tab.

27.08-53

Estimating The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message 

when you delete an estimate quantity.

27.08-42

Estimating The system now assigns new estimate parts in the correct sequence, with parts 

numbered sequentially and appended at the end. The Price Summary Grid also 

follows the same order.

27.08-31

General Ledger When you use the MOI to import GL entries that contain balance sheet 

accounts, the system now imports the entries without fail. Please note that the 

file still requires a GL Department as a header, but you can and should leave it 

null for balance sheet accounts.

27.08-134

General Ledger The system now calculates variances correctly in column 3 of the Normal 

Comparative Balance Sheet (balance-sheet.rpt).

27.08-352

General Ledger On the GL Account Period Balances List page, the system now sorts the 

applicable columns as expected.

27.08-111
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Inventory The system now correctly displays the total value for each item on the Inventory 

Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt).

27.08-468

Inventory When you pull an inventory item from a job part and the result would be a 

negative quantity, the system displays an appropriate message to prohibit the 

pull.

27.08-91

Item Templates You can no longer edit fields if you do not have Write permissions to the 

corresponding objects.

27.08-36

Job Billing The system now saves adjustments you make to the tax base on invoices that do 

not distribute tax.

27.08-523

Job Billing The invoice context menu for the posted invoice no longer contains a duplicate 

link.

27.08-292

Job Billing When you post invoices, the system now correctly displays an error message if 

an invoice OR the batch date is not within the period you choose.

27.08-196

Job Billing The system no longer sends reversed invoices to customers via email. 27.08-175

Job Billing You can now edit the deposit type to allow changes, as long as it is a Deposit 

Extra type. (Non-Extra deposit type category types are not allowed.) This 

enables you to correct invalid deposit types via a PaceStation inquiry.

27.08-132

Job Billing You can now apply a deposit to an invoice without error. 27.08-99

Job Billing The system now correctly calculates the tax base when you use GST/PST. 27.08-91

Job Billing The system now displays the currency symbol as per the base currency in invoice 

warning messages.

27.08-13

Job Control Center The Stock Ticket reports (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt, jobcontrol-stock-ticket-

v2.rpt) now use a static expression type with a default part number value of 01, 

rather than an XPath expression expression type to select the default part 

number. 

27.08-499

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job, the system now checks for the job jacket type, rather 

than the job type.

27.08-273

Job Control Center When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now uses the amount 

required on the estimate for the planned quantity on the job material by 

default.

27.08-169
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Job Control Center When you create a job, the system now correctly populates the customer code. 27.08-95

Job Planning When you click [Refresh Plans], the system no longer displays an Unfortunate 

Occurrence error message.

27.08-298

Job Shipments When you select the Third Party/Ship Bill To option for charges, the Ship Bill To 

Contact field now displays the Bill To contacts that correspond to the customer.

27.08-294

Job Shipments The system now displays an appropriate error message if a customer is on credit 

hold when you add a job part-level shipment. 

27.08-8

Multi-Currency Currency codes no longer appear next to quote letter prices or in the Price grid 

of an estimate if your system is not licensed to use the Multi-Currency 

enhancement.

27.08-533

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no  longer changes the planned quantity when you update the order 

in DSF.

27.08-470

PaceConnect-Metrix If an estimate has multiple estimate parts combined on a press sheet, the 

system now uses the run size to calculate the paper cost for each part. 

27.08-518

PaceConnect-Radius The Invoice List no longer displays duplicate line items for invoices. 27.08-552

PaceStation You can no longer view DSF user passwords through the PaceStation module. 27.08-96

PaceStation The system no longer removes all passwords when you make the DSF Password 

field editable in a PaceStation inquiry.

27.08-96

PaceStation You now can navigate to additional result pages when you search for all 

inquiries, even if the default PaceStation Search option is set to "user inquiries."

27.08-36

Price List Quoting You can now add 100 quote product items to a pricelist quote without error. 27.08-527

PrintStream When you cancel, then release and ship a shipment and pick, EFI Pace updates 

any shipping and handling parts on the original sales order. 

27.08-100

Purchasing When you create a PO line, the system sets the Taxable Code and Sales Tax Rate 

fields from the Vendor record.

27.08-95

System Security You can now delete a security filter without error. 27.08-255
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System Security The system no longer displays the [Unforce Part & Recalc] and [Unforce Qty & 

Recalc] buttons on the Estimate Quantity Detail page if you have read-only 

access to the estimate summary price.

27.08-23

User Interface You can now the view a schema instead of a blank window if you use the 

Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect.

27.08-200

User Interface The "Quick Search" feature now returns all items when you select an object but 

leave the Search field blank and click the magnifying glass icon.

27.08-66
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Estimating When you add a finishing operation to an estimate with a required option, the 

system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message. 

27.08-554

PaceConnect-Radius The Invoice List no longer displays duplicate line items for invoices. 27.08-552

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you delete a quantity 

from an estimate quote letter.

27.08-538

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you click [Refresh 

Qty/Price] on older quote letters.

27.08-535

Multi-Currency Currency codes no longer appear next to quote letter prices or in the Price grid 

of an estimate if your system is not licensed to use the Multi-Currency 

enhancement.

27.08-533

Accounts Receivable The Invoice report (invoice.rpt) now correctly displays tax when you apply a 

credit memo.

27.08-528

Price List Quoting You can now add 100 quote product items to a pricelist quote without error. 27.08-527

Job Billing The system now saves adjustments you make to the tax base on invoices that do 

not distribute tax.

27.08-523

Customization Toolkit Valid LDAP users can now successfully access the API and web services without 

the system looping the login challenge credentials. (Please delete the 

cache/cookies from your browser.)

27.08-520

PaceConnect-Metrix If an estimate has multiple estimate parts combined on a press sheet, the 

system now uses the run size to calculate the paper cost for each part. 

27.08-518

Estimating When you click [Delete This Qty], the system now displays a message that 

confirms the deletion of the current quantity and deletes this quantity if you 

click [Ok].

27.08-515

Estimating The system no longer displays an "Infinite" error message when you update a 

quantity and recalculate the estimate.

27.08-504

Job Control Center The Stock Ticket reports (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt, jobcontrol-stock-ticket-

v2.rpt) now use a static expression type with a default part number value of 01, 

rather than an XPath expression expression type to select the default part 

number. 

27.08-499
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Estimating When you edit a part description on an estimate, the system no longer updates 

the value with the default job part description when recalculating.

27.08-491

Accounts Payable You can now posts checks with multiple bills. If any checks remain unposted 

prior to upgrade, unpay the bill (navigate to Review Bills To Process) in the 

batch and update the batch to remove the bills from the list. Then create a new 

batch and select the bills for payment using a manual check number, then 

process and post the new batch.

27.08-486

Estimating The system now displays and recalculates estimates within reasonable 

timeframes. 

27.08-483

EFI Pace Scheduler The system now displays the Task Status indicator icon on the Task of Job 

(Schedule) page for all the tasks.

27.08-477

Estimating The system no longer creates duplicate job costs for estimate activities when 

you convert an estimate to a job multiple times.

27.08-473

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no  longer changes the planned quantity when you update the order 

in DSF.

27.08-470

Inventory The system now correctly displays the total value for each item on the Inventory 

Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt).

27.08-468

Estimating The system now uses the markups from the paper activity code in estimate 

calculations, when applicable

27.08-463

Accounts Payable You can now edit a 1099 Type on a posted Bill. 27.08-449

Estimating If you enter a product preview estimate with entries that will not calculate, the 

system displays the message, "The composite product selected will not work for 

the entered configuration and page count. The entries either do not fit on the 

folder(s), stock, or press(es), or the page count is not valid."

27.08-426

Estimating When you change the product type on the Part General tab of the Estimate 

Detail page or the Product tab of the Estimate Quantity Detail page, the system 

now uses the values from the newly selected product type to populate the part 

description and additional description values by default.

27.08-410

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you duplicate an estimate product. 27.08-408
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Estimating The system now correctly calculates estimates with user-defined inks, even if 

the job products used on the estimate include default inks.

27.08-397

Estimating The system now displays the additional description of the job product type on 

the Product tab of the Estimate Part Detail page.

27.08-390

Data Collection You can now press the <Enter> key from the Job Number field in Data Collection 

without error.

27.08-383

Estimating If you force the layout, the system now calculates estimates without error,  even 

when the press is unforced .

27.08-383

Data Collection The system now properly displays the [Add Additional Jobs] context button on 

the Add Multiple Jobs page.

27.08-378

General Ledger The system now calculates variances correctly in column 3 of the Normal 

Comparative Balance Sheet (balance-sheet.rpt).

27.08-352

Bank Reconciliation The Bank Reconciliation report (bankaccount-reconcile.rpt) no longer displays a 

blank final page if there are no voided bank account lines in the statement 

period. 

27.08-314

Job Planning When you click [Refresh Plans], the system no longer displays an Unfortunate 

Occurrence error message.

27.08-298

Job Shipments When you select the Third Party/Ship Bill To option for charges, the Ship Bill To 

Contact field now displays the Bill To contacts that correspond to the customer.

27.08-294

Framework Email templates now display locale formatting when you use the 

"$layout.format" function.

27.08-292

Job Billing The invoice context menu for the posted invoice no longer contains a duplicate 

link.

27.08-292

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job, the system now checks for the job jacket type, rather 

than the job type.

27.08-273

Accounts Receivable The Sales Commission report (sales-commission-report.rpt) now displays the 

correct values for the Rate and Commission Amount fields.

27.08-266

Accounts Payable You can now save changes to a bill status on the Select for Payment List page. 27.08-257
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System Security You can now delete a security filter without error. 27.08-255

Estimating The system now displays active Paper Certification Authority values when active, 

and makes inactive values unavailable for selection.

27.08-247

Customization Toolkit The Inventory Quantity Alert event handler now sends an email when triggered, 

even if an inventory contact's email address changes on the Company Detail 

page.

27.08-218

Data Collection The system now displays a list of available non-chargeable types when you click 

[End N/C Time] on the Data Collection Action screen.

27.08-218

Accounts Payable The Payments Register report (ap-payments-register.rpt) now includes both 

sides of the journal entry when an adjustment exists on the deposit.

27.08-214

Estimating When you set the status of an estimate to "Price Complete," the system now 

triggers the "Notify Estimate Price Complete" event handler, which sends an 

email with a URL to access the estimate based on the user type. The URL is 

specific to either eService or standard EFI Pace, depending on the system user 

type (services, Full user, etc.) that created it.

27.08-212

Accounts Payable When you select bills for payment, the system now displays the complete 

amount in the "Amount To Pay" column.

27.08-202

Accounts Receivable The system now marks lines for debits and credits that you add to the invoice as 

"Posted" after the memo is committed. 

27.08-202

User Interface You can now the view a schema instead of a blank window if you use the 

Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect.

27.08-200

Estimating When you use the Auto-Create Quote Letter feature, the Price grid now prints 

on the Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt), if indicated.

27.08-197

Estimating When you set the estimate quote letter type price line to print tax, the Quote 

Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now correctly displays the tax amount for each part and 

quantity, instead of the total estimate tax.

27.08-196

Job Billing When you post invoices, the system now correctly displays an error message if 

an invoice OR the batch date is not within the period you choose.

27.08-196

Job Billing The system no longer sends reversed invoices to customers via email. 27.08-175

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, if the system vault is unavailable, EFI 

Pace displays a warning instead of an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error.

27.08-171
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Job Control Center When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now uses the amount 

required on the estimate for the planned quantity on the job material by 

default.

27.08-169

Customization Toolkit The system now properly displays the Attachment tab on the User Defined 

Object Detail page when you enable the "Supports Attachments" and "Show 

Attachments On Form" features.

27.08-159

Estimating The Use VAT field now use the contact's country information on the Estimate 

Request record.

27.08-159

Customization Toolkit The system no longer displays a "Soap Exception" error message when you use 

the CreateEstimate.Run method through the Web Service SDK.

27.08-157

Estimating You can now enter a quick entry estimate using a no press ink type without 

error.

27.08-157

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now correctly populates the 

number of plates needed for each press form on the job part. 

27.08-154

Accounts Receivable When you create a new payment batch with no description, EFI PACE now 

correctly changes the Description to indicate "Payment Batch" by default.

27.08-152

Estimating When you select a paper size on an estimate using the Pick button, the system 

now correctly populates the Size fields without error. 

27.08-148

Estimating The system now displays the finishing option materials on an estimate after only 

one click of the [Update/Refresh] button.

27.08-142

Estimating The  Price By Product and the Estimate Total Prices group boxes on the Price 

Summary tab of the Estimate Detail page no longer include the Delete column.

27.08-142

General Ledger When you use the MOI to import GL entries that contain balance sheet 

accounts, the system now imports the entries without fail. Please note that the 

file still requires a GL Department as a header, but you can and should leave it 

null for balance sheet accounts.

27.08-134

Job Billing You can now edit the deposit type to allow changes, as long as it is a Deposit 

Extra type. (Non-Extra deposit type category types are not allowed.) This 

enables you to correct invalid deposit types via a PaceStation inquiry.

27.08-132
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Estimating When you add a finishing operation, you can now select the finishing operation 

materials on the estimate.

27.08-127

Accounts Payable You can now duplicate an AP Bill batch that contains a bill with a forced due 

date, then enter a date for the new batch that falls after the forced bill due date 

without error. 

27.08-126

Estimating The estimate part results now display the cost and sell values based on the 

activity code setup for the estimate result type.

27.08-122

Estimating When you select a composite product on the Simple Product Estimate Add page, 

the system continues to display the Part Info tab so you can modify the 

composite product information.

27.08-121

Estimating You can now edit the job part estimate number and estimate part number. 27.08-118

Estimating You can now convert an estimate with no associated Contact or Country record 

without error.

27.08-114

General Ledger On the GL Account Period Balances List page, the system now sorts the 

applicable columns as expected.

27.08-111

Estimating The Price Summary tab of the Estimate Detail page now displays the quoted 

price to the left of the tax amount in the Estimate Part grid. 

27.08-108

Estimating If you include an outside purchase on an estimate that uses an outside purchase 

template, the system no longer updates the quantity to the order quantity.

27.08-107

Accounts Receivable When you update the status on a Customer record, the system no longer times 

out and displays a "check again" error message, even if the record includes a 

large number of contacts.

27.08-105

Estimating When you duplicate an estimate part that includes a paper vendor on the paper 

set from the paper file, the system no longer uses the vendor information from 

the new paper if you change the paper specifications.

27.08-103

PrintStream When you cancel, then release and ship a shipment and pick, EFI Pace updates 

any shipping and handling parts on the original sales order. 

27.08-100

Job Billing You can now apply a deposit to an invoice without error. 27.08-99

PaceStation You can no longer view DSF user passwords through the PaceStation module. 27.08-96
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PaceStation The system no longer removes all passwords when you make the DSF Password 

field editable in a PaceStation inquiry.

27.08-96

Job Control Center When you create a job, the system now correctly populates the customer code. 27.08-95

Purchasing When you create a PO line, the system sets the Taxable Code and Sales Tax Rate 

fields from the Vendor record.

27.08-95

Inventory When you pull an inventory item from a job part and the result would be a 

negative quantity, the system displays an appropriate message to prohibit the 

pull.

27.08-91

Job Billing The system now correctly calculates the tax base when you use GST/PST. 27.08-91

Accounts Receivable The Contact drop-down list associated with Accounts Receivable Customer 

records now display the contacts of only that customer.

27.08-90

Customization Toolkit You can no longer make entries into posted batches through the EFI Pace API. 27.08-85

Estimating When you sort the Estimate List page, the system now correctly sorts by 

estimate version. 

27.08-72

User Interface The "Quick Search" feature now returns all items when you select an object but 

leave the Search field blank and click the magnifying glass icon.

27.08-66

Estimating The system now displays the correct tooltips for the Min Value Added Amount 

and Min Margin Amount fields on the Estimate Setup tab.

27.08-53

Estimating The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message 

when you delete an estimate quantity.

27.08-42

Item Templates You can no longer edit fields if you do not have Write permissions to the 

corresponding objects.

27.08-36

PaceStation You now can navigate to additional result pages when you search for all 

inquiries, even if the default PaceStation Search option is set to "user inquiries."

27.08-36

Estimating The system now assigns new estimate parts in the correct sequence, with parts 

numbered sequentially and appended at the end. The Price Summary Grid also 

follows the same order.

27.08-31
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System Security The system no longer displays the [Unforce Part & Recalc] and [Unforce Qty & 

Recalc] buttons on the Estimate Quantity Detail page if you have read-only 

access to the estimate summary price.

27.08-23

Job Billing The system now displays the currency symbol as per the base currency in invoice 

warning messages.

27.08-13

Job Shipments The system now displays an appropriate error message if a customer is on credit 

hold when you add a job part-level shipment. 

27.08-8


